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SECRET

C/NO 4 NOV 1958

ROUTING

1 2 3

DEFERRED

PRERECEENCE

XX ROUTINE REC'D CABLE SEC'T

NMT9058f

FROM MUNI 0522 (IN 19400) * (NOT SENT LOND)

1. MISS ALINE MOSBY DOB 27 JUL 22 PHYSICIAN CITIZEN EMPLOYED NORTH AMERICAN MI
   ALLIANCE RECENTLY COVERED BRUSSELS FAIR WHERE SHE UNWITTINGLY CONNECTED SENSITIVE
   OPERATIONS. REF STATES SHE APPLIED JOB UPI LONDON AS CORRESPONDENT MOSCOW BASE,
   HER CONNECTIONS NEWS CIRCLES USSR. SINCE ONLY KNOWN MOSBY CONNECTION USSR ALREADY
   PART OF IMPORTANT OP AND HER CONTACT THAT INDIVIDUAL SURE TO BLOW HIM CONSIDER IT
   EXTREMELY IMPORTANT SHE NOT BE ASSIGNED MOSCOW.

2. REQUEST LOND VIEWS RE POSSIBILITY DETERMINE WHETHER MOSBY ACTUALLY APPLY
   UPI JOB AND WHETHER SHE HAS CHANCE BE ACCEPTED. IF SO IS LOND IN POSITION BLOCK
   HER ASSIGNMENT. ONLY DESIRE LOND VIEWS AT THIS TIME. NO ACTION REQUESTED. DO IT
   INFORM SMOOT.

3. PLEASE USE ACRONYM SUCU IN FUTURE TRAFFIC. (END OF MESSAGE)

C/S COMMENT: *URGED HQS EXERT ALL EFFORTS MOSBY NOT BE SENT MOSCOW BECAUSE FELT
   THAT ANY CONTACT WITH MOSBY MOSCOW COULD RUIN OP.